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Abstract

In the field of computational fluid dynamics for
turbomachinery flow applications, two-equation
eddy-viscosity models are widely used, as they
integrate extensive physical aspects and require
an acceptable amount of computer resources. In
the area of turbomachinery they are used for
flows in various blade configurations, whereas
for each case slight advantages or disadvan-
tages may be observed. Although computa-
tion results generally show good agreement with
real flow quantities, serious deviations appear
for complex geometries. Within the frame
of the national cooperative project "Turbulente
Strömungen mit starker Stromlinienkrümmung"
(turbulent flows with strong streamline curva-
ture) new approaches to turbulence modelling
and model extensions were implemented in the
Navier-Stokes Solver PANTA (RANS, URANS),
which was developed at the Institute of Jet
Propulsion and Turbomachinery at the RWTH

1The project forming the basis of this report was
founded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF), Project No. 03NIA2AC1. The authors of this
publication are responsible for its contents.

Aachen University and tested on turbomachinery
relevant cases. The objective was to derive im-
proved turbulence models which lead to better
flow simulations and predictions of flow quan-
tities in the area of turbomachinery. Thereby,
special consideration was given to the effects of
streamline curvature. Various turbulence models
and model extensions were investigated, which
take into account the influence of rotation and
streamline curvature. Here, a model extension
for the parameterization of the eddy-viscosity co-
efficient - the method by Rung - and the Explicit
Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model by Wallin and
Johansson (EARSM) as well as an extension of
the model proposed by Hellsten (EARSM-CC)
are applied. The improvement potential and the
deficits remaining further on of the examined
models and model extensions are presented and
evaluated.

1 General Introduction

In the frame of computational fluid dynamics
for turbomachinery flow applications, solving the
time-averaged conservation equations will prob-
ably be the method of choice over a long period
of time even in the future. Although methods like
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the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and the Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) of flows are start-
ing to be applied, they are still limited to rela-
tively low Reynolds numbers. Furthermore, they
are computationally too expensive to be used on
an every day basis in research and industry, al-
though computational power is further growing.
So, linear two-equation eddy-viscosity models
are still dominant in the context of industrial flow
computations.

Although viscous flow solvers have reached
a high level of accuracy in simulating turboma-
chinery flows, deficits in the prediction of turbu-
lent flow phenomena still exist. In flows with
strong effects of streamline curvature, flow sep-
aration or system rotation, linear eddy-viscosity
models may fail to give accurate predictions.
However, such models are popular and their use
in complex flows is widespread due to their
formalistic simplicity, numerical robustness and
computational economy.

The objective of the present work is to inves-
tigate nonlinear eddy-viscosity turbulence mod-
els in a flow solver for turbomachinery. This
study focuses on the effects of streamline cur-
vature and rotation in typical turbomachinery
flows. For this purpose, the Boussinesq hypothe-
sis of the linear eddy-viscosity models was ex-
tended by different approaches to sensitise the
models to rotational and streamline curvature ef-
fects. In this context Rung[1] suggests to mod-
ify the eddy-viscosity coefficient cµ by making
it a function of velocity-gradient invariants. Fur-
thermore, an Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress
Model (EARSM) is applied to account for system
rotation and streamline curvature. The EARSM
replaces the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assump-
tion by a more general constructive relation for
the second-order correlation in the Reynolds av-
eraged Navier-Stokes equations. In this way,
the linear Boussinesq hypothesis is extended by
higher order terms.

These extensions of the linear eddy-viscosity
models have been implemented into the three-
dimensional, Reynolds averaged, compressible
Navier-Stokes flow solver PANTA, which was de-
veloped at the Institute of Jet Propulsion and

Turbomachinery of the RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity. All models have been validated using basic
test cases such as a turbulent flat plate, a back-
ward facing-step or a flow over an axially rotating
cylinder.

The nonlinear eddy-viscosity models are ap-
plied to different test cases in the field of turbo-
machinery, such as a low pressure turbine cas-
cade (not shown here), a transonic compressor
cascade or an impeller of a centrifugal compres-
sor stage. For this, calculations have been per-
formed to evaluate the accuracy of prediction
of the models mentioned above. The results of
the calculations are compared with experimental
data and the results obtained by using a conven-
tional linear eddy-viscosity models. It is shown
that the prediction of the simulations can be par-
tially improved compared to the linear models,
but deficits still exist in the prediction of bound-
ary layers featuring transition phenomena.

2 Extension of current linear eddy-viscosity
models

Existing linear eddy-viscosity models often can-
not correctly predict the complex dynamics of
inter-component transfer. In flows with strong
streamline curvature, adverse pressure gradients,
flow separation or system rotation, such models
may fail to give accurate predictions. The main
cause of this is the fact that the linear Boussinesq
approach

ρu′iu
′
j =

2
3

ρk δi j −2ρcµk S̃i j (1)

relates the Reynolds stress tensor ρu′iu
′
j linearly

to the traceless strain rate tensor

S̃i j =
Tt

2

(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)

−
Tt

3
∂uk

∂xk
δi j (2)

and contains no explicit dependence on the rota-
tion rate tensor

Wi j =
Tt

2

(

∂ui

∂x j
−

∂u j

∂xi

)

. (3)
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Here, the strain rate and rotation rate tensor are
normalized with the turbulent timescale Tt :

Tt =







k
ε k-ε models

1
β∗ω k-ω models (β∗ = 0.09)

. (4)

In the sense of the polynomial representation

ρu′iu
′
j = P(δi j, S̃i j, S̃2

i j, S̃ikWk j, S̃ jkWki,W 2
i j, . . .)

the Boussinesq hypothesis (1) takes only zeroth-
and first-order terms of the velocity gradients into
account. Thus, the equations expressed in a ro-
tating coordinate system are identical to the ones
written in a non-rotating system. Additionally,
the effect of local rotation is lost, that could be
related to the absence of rotation near stagnation
points and the excessive rate of rotation within
vortices. This is the major deficit of standard
eddy-viscosity two-equation models and one of
the reasons for the fact that such models fail in
predicting the correct rate of turbulence produc-
tion in complicated turbulent flows (Wallin[2]).

In order to sensitize eddy-viscosity models
to rotational and streamline curvature effects, it
is necessary to extend the linear Boussinesq as-
sumption (1). Below, different models of varying
complexities are presented. These models have
been implemented into the three-dimensional
compressible Navier-Stokes flow solver PANTA.
Here, all models are used in conjunction with the
Wilcox[6] low-Reynolds number k-ω model and
have been validated with basic test cases.

2.1 Parameterization of the Eddy-Viscosity
Coefficient cµ

Basing on existing eddy-viscosity models,
Rung[1] as well as Pettersson Reif[3] suggest
to modify the eddy-viscosity coefficient cµ
in the computation of the turbulent viscosity
µt = ρcµkTt (see eq. (1)). While, conventionally,
this cµ coefficient has a constant value of 0.09,
both methods express it as a function of the
invariants of the mean strain and rotation rate
tensor. By means of the realizability principle,
Rung defines a functional relationship between

the eddy-viscosity coefficient and the invariants.
According to realizability restrictions, Rung[1]
proposes the following formulation for the
modified coefficient ce f f

µ :

ce f f
µ =

1
A0 +3.84Ψ

√
0.204S2 +0.796W 2

, (5)

where

Ψ = cos

(

1
3

arccos

[√
6η3

η1.5
1

])

(6)

and
A0 = 6.25(1− tanh [0.54S]) . (7)

Here η1,η3 and S represent invariants of the non-
dimensional strain rate tensor S̃i j defined by (2):

η1 = S̃2
i j, η3 = S̃3

i j, S =
√

2η1 (8)

and
W =

√

2W̃ 2
i j (9)

denotes the invariant of the modified rotation rate
tensor W̃i j defined by:

W̃i j = Wi j +2TtCωε jimΩsys
m . (10)

The last term in the equation above (10) rep-
resents the influence of system rotation on the
turbulent flow field. Ωsys

m is the constant angu-
lar rotation rate vector of the coordinate system,
ε jim = ( j− i)(i−m)(m− j)/2 denotes the cyclic
permutation tensor and the constant Cω is speci-
fied by Rung[1] to be 2.25.

As a result of relating the eddy-viscosity co-
efficient to the invariants of the strain rate and
the rotation rate tensor, a non-linear dependence
between the Reynolds stresses and the strain
rate as well as rotation rate tensor is obtained.
This method clearly enables the models based
on the linear Boussinesq hypothesis (1) to ac-
count for rotational and streamline curvature ef-
fects. As aforementioned the method is used to-
gether with the low-Reynolds number k-ω model
by Wilcox[6] and will be denoted by WI-RG in
the following.
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2.2 Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress
Model (EARSM)

With the aid of Explicit Algebraic Reynolds
Stress Models (EARSM), the linear Boussinesq
hypothesis (1) may be replaced by a transport
equation for the Reynolds stress anisotropy ai j,
which is defined as:

ai j =
ρu′iu

′
j

ρk
−

2
3

δi j (11)

An EARSM approach represents a systematic
method of constructing a non-linear stress rela-
tionship that includes effects of the rotational part
of the mean velocity gradient tensor. The Explicit
Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model that is applied
here is a variation of the EARSM described in
detail by Wallin & Johansson[4].

Wallin and Johansson derive a linear trans-
port equation for the Reynolds stress anisotropy
from a recalibrated differential Reynolds stress
model (Launder, Reece & Rodi[5] model). This
relation is obtained by ignoring the advection
and diffusion terms and employing a linear ap-
proach for the pressure-strain rate as well as by
assuming an isentropic dissipation rate tensor. Fi-
nally, by using ten tensorially independent groups
and five invariants, an implicit equation for the
Reynolds stress anisotropy can be derived. For
two-dimensional mean flows, this resulting equa-
tion is a cubic equation and can be solved in a
closed form. As a solution an explicit expres-
sion for the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor has
been derived and represented as a function of the
strain rate tensor S̃i j (see eq. (2)) and the rota-
tion rate tensor W̃i j (see eq. (10)), as well as their
invariants (IIS, IIW , IV, . . .). From equation (11)
the following expression for the Reynolds stress
tensor is obtained:

ρu′iu
′
j =

2
3

ρk δi j −2ρce f f
µ k S̃i j +ρka(ex)

i j , (12)

where the effective ce f f
µ coefficient is

ce f f
µ = −

1
2

f1 (β1 + IISβ6) . (13)

Thus, the Reynolds stresses are written in terms
of the conventional Boussinesq approach (com-
pare eq. (1)) and an extra anisotropy a(ex)

i j :

a(ex) =
(

1− f 2
1
) 3B2 −4

max
(

IIS, IIeq
S

)

(

S̃2
−

1
3

IIS δ
)

+ f 2
1 β3

(

W̃ 2 −
1
3

IIW δ
)

+

(

f 2
1 β4 −

(

1− f 2
1
)

B2

2max
(

IIS, IIeq
S

)

)

(

S̃ W̃ −W̃ S̃
)

+ f1β6

(

S̃ W̃ 2
+W̃ 2S̃− IISS̃−

2
3

IV δ
)

+ f 2
1 β9

(

W̃ S̃ W̃ 2 −W̃ 2S̃ W̃
)

. (14)

By this formulation, relevant turbulent quantities
are computed from a conventional two-equation
eddy-viscosity model (here the low-Reynolds
number k-ω model by Wilcox[6]). The contri-
bution from the extra anisotropy is added as fully
explicit additional terms in the equations. In or-
der to sensitize the EARSM to rotational effects,
similarly to the model by Rung, Wallin and Jo-
hansson proposed a modification of the rotation
rate tensor W̃i j also represented in equation (10),
whereas the EARSM model constant Cω is set to
3.25.

The β coefficients that appear in equation
(13) and (14) are functions of the invariants of
the strain rate and the rotation rate tensor and are
derived from the solution of the transport equa-
tion. The functional correlations as well as the
constants used are to be found in the work of
Wallin and Johansson[4]. It should be pointed
out that the applied EARSM includes the exten-
sion for compressible mean flow effects as well
as the near-wall correction described by Wallin
and Johansson.

2.3 Streamline Curvature Correction of
the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress
Model (EARSM-CC)

The literature contains examples on how to
improve the described EARSM (see section
2.2) in order to properly simulate the rota-
tional and streamline curvature effects in the
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considered flow field. Rumsey, Gatski, and
Morrison[7] prove that neglecting the advec-
tion of the Reynolds stress anisotropy is not
entirely correct, especially for simulations with
strong streamline curvature. The sensitivity to
the streamline curvature is partially lost through
the so-called weak-equilibrium assumption es-
tablished in order to derive the Explicit Alge-
braic Reynolds Stress Model. It has been shown
by several authors that, in principle, this de-
ficiency can be partially overcome by assum-
ing the weak-equilibrium in a suitable curvilin-
ear, stream-following coordinate system. Several
methods, more or less complex, can be used in
order to determine such a suitable coordinate sys-
tem. Here a strain-rate based method by Hellsten,
Wallin, and Laine[8] is applied.

Based on a coordinate transformation the fol-
lowing modification of the rotation rate tensor
Wi j (eq. (3)) in the EARSM takes place:

W̃i j = Wi j +
Tt

A0
εi jm Ω(r)

m . (15)

Technically, this relationship corresponds to the
modification of the rotation rate tensor (eq. (10))
already described in section 2.2. However, here
Ω(r)

m does not represent the global angular rota-
tion rate vector of the coordinate system, but the
rotation rate vector of the local basis of the curvi-
linear coordinate system, in which the advection
of the Reynolds stress anisotropy has a minimum
and the weak-equilibrium assumption is best sat-
isfied. The constant A0 is specified by Hellsten,
Wallin, and Laine[8] to be -0.72.

Assuming that the best approximation of ne-
glecting the transport effects of the anisotropy
tensor is obtained in a coordinate system, where
also the transport effects of the strain rate tensor
S̃i j have a minimum, the following expression for
Ω(r)

m is derived:

Ω(r)
m = A−1

m j S̃pl
˙̃Slqεpq j, (16)

where A−1
m j is

A−1
m j =

II2
S δm j +12IIISS̃m j +6IISS̃miS̃i j

2II3
S −12III2

S
. (17)

Here ˙̃Slq = DS̃lq/Dt denotes the substantial de-
rivative of the strain rate tensor S̃lq. IIS = S̃i jS̃ ji
and IIIS = S̃i jS̃ jkS̃ki are its second and third in-
variant.

3 Simulation Results

The models presented in this paper have been
implemented into the flow solver PANTA, which
was developed at the Institute of Jet Propulsion
and Turbomachinery at the RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity (IST) and is well suited for the time-
accurate simulation of flow phenomena in tur-
bomachinery components (see, eg. Benetschik
et al.[9] and Brouillet et al.[10]). PANTA is
a 2D/3D structured multi-block, cell-centered,
finite-volume-based code, which solves the Euler
or Navier-Stokes equations for steady as well as
unsteady flow problems. This solver is especially
designed for sub- and transonic flows (approxi-
mate Riemann solver of Roe, MUSCL technique,
TVD-limiter). The implicit time discretization of
the differential equations permits large time steps
and therefore a fast convergence of the solution.
To allow for the simulation of turbulent and tran-
sitional flow phenomena, different two-equation
turbulence models (low Reynolds number mod-
els) as well as algebraic transitions models have
been implemented in the code.

The described turbulence models and exten-
sions were validated by simulating geometrically
simple flows such as over a turbulent flat plate,
a backward-facing step or a turbulent boundary
layer in an axially rotating cylinder. To conserve
space, the results of these simulations will not be
presented here. It should be pointed out that the
accuracy of the implementation as well as the es-
sential properties of the presented models were
verified by these simple test cases.

In order to assess the performance of the im-
proved models in the field of computational fluid
dynamics for turbomachinery flow application,
two of the test cases are considered in this sec-
tion. Presented below are the simulation results
of the three-dimensional flow in an annular com-
pressor cascade (RGW) as well as the flow in a
centrifugal impeller (RADIVER). The model by
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Rung (WI-RG), the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds
Stress Model by Wallin and Johansson (EARSM)
and the curvature correction of the Explicit Al-
gebraic Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM-CC)
are used in conjunction with the k-ω model by
Wilcox (WI). The results of the calculations are
compared with existing experimental data and
with simulation data obtained by use of the lin-
ear k-ω model.

Because of the well-known sensibility of the
k-ω model to the free-stream values of ω, several
calculations are performed with different bound-
ary conditions for the turbulent length scale. Fur-
thermore meshes with different resolutions were
generated in order to assure that the solutions are
grid-independent (not presented here).

3.1 Annular Compressor Cascade (RGW)

The experimental investigation of the first test
case was carried out to examine the influence of
blade loading on the three-dimensional flow in a
subsonic annular compressor cascade. For this
test case, the rotor has been removed from the
test rig to assure an undisturbed, circumferen-
tially uniform flow through the measuring cas-
cade (Fig. 2). The compressor cascade consists
of 24 untwisted blades with a hub-to-tip ratio
of 0.75. Characteristic parameters of the cas-
cade are summarized in Table 1. The experimen-
tal investigation was performed by Schulz and
Gallus[11] at the Institute of Jet Propulsion and
Turbomachinery at the RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity.

Number of blades 24
Tip diameter 428mm
Hub diameter 321mm
Stagger angle 29◦

Chord 62.6mm
Nominal deflection 29◦

Aspect ratio 0.86
Pitch-to-chord ratio 0.78
Angle of attack at zero incidence 42◦

Table 1 Cascade geometry data

Three-dimensional simulations were per-

formed using an O-grid of 201x41x41 nodes,
whereas the blade profile was described by 201
node points. The semi-viscous sublayer was
solved with around 8 node points, so that the non-
dimensional distance of the first cell has reached
a value of y+ = 1..2. Table 2 shows the boundary
conditions that have been applied for all simula-
tions.

Inlet:
Total pressure 107000Pa
Total temperature 309K
Angle of attack 40◦

Mach number 0.29
Turbulence intensity 1.3%
Turbulent length scale 0.2mm

Outlet:
Static pressure 102100Pa

Table 2 Boundary conditions used for the simula-
tion of the guide vane

Fig. 1 presents the non-dimensional pressure
distribution developed on the blade surface at
midspan. The predictions by the Explicit Al-

suction side

pressure side

region of
laminar
separation
bubble from
experiment

x/s [-]

c p
[-]

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4
measurements
WI
WI-RG
EARSM
EARSM-CC

Fig. 1 Non-dimensional pressure coefficient at
midspan

gebraic Reynolds Stress Models (EARSM and
EARSM-CC) as well as the extension by Rung
(WI-RG) are compared with experimental data
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Fig. 2 Oil flow visualization and predicted skin-friction coefficient at the blade suction side

c f = 2
τW

ρc∞

and the simulation made by the conventional lin-
ear Wilcox model (WI). It can clearly be seen that
the calculated pressure distributions vary only
slightly from each other except at the trailing
edge. Here, especially the model by Rung (WI-
RG) shows major differences in the pressure dis-
tribution compared to the Wilcox model. More-
over, all of the models predict the pressure side
distribution very well and match the experimen-
tal results quite well, whereas the curvature cor-
rection of the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress
Model (EARSM-CC) gives the best agreement
with the experimental data. The pressure distri-
bution on the suction side of the blade is also well
simulated by all models. Both Explicit Algebraic
Reynolds Stress Models predict the pressure dis-
tribution almost identically. Compared to the re-
sults obtained by the linear Wilcox model (WI),
the EARSMs show a slight improvement in the
back region of the profile, unlike the model pro-
posed by Rung (WI-RG).

The experimental data in Fig. 1 indicates that
on the suction side the flow continuously accel-
erates from the leading edge until about 35 per-
cent of the chord length (x/s = 0.35). Here, the

boundary layer is laminar until about 55 percent
of the chord where the laminar boundary layer
separates and reattaches as a turbulent boundary
layer. The pressure plateau of the suction side

x/s [-]

c f
[-]

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
-0.003

0

0.003

0.006

0.009

0.012 WI
WI-RG
EARSM
EARSM-CC

suction side (SS)

pressure side

region of laminar separation
bubble (SS) from experiment

Fig. 3 Skin-friction coefficient at midspan

(Fig. 1) indicates the formation of this separation
bubble and the flow visualization shown in Fig. 2
confirms this conclusion.

Considering Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it is obvi-
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Fig. 4 Turbulence intensity and velocity profiles of the blade suction side boundary layer (13% span)
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Fig. 5 Turbulence intensity and velocity profiles of the blade suction side boundary layer (13% span)

ous that all investigated turbulence models fail
to predict this separation bubble. From Fig. 3
it can be seen that for all models the calculated
skin-friction coefficient c f , at midspan, decreases
from its maximum at the leading edge towards a
local minimum, where the boundary layer under-
goes transition and the skin-friction coefficient
increases again. Next c f decreases due to the
deceleration of the flow and falls to zero once

the flow approaches a turbulent separation at the
trailing edge. However, the numerical simula-
tions predict the transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow too early. Regardless of the model used,
this transition occurs in the front area of the blade
profile, closer to leading edge. In Fig. 3 it can
be seen that the model proposed by Rung (WI-
RG) and the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress
Model (EARSM) predict the occurrence of the
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laminar-turbulent flow transition later than the
conventional Wilcox model (WI). The curvature
correction following Hellsten (EARSM-CC) pro-
vides further improvement, predicting this transi-
tion even further downstream. However, when
compared to experimental data (Fig. 2), this
model predicts the transition too early as well.
The premature transition to turbulence prevents
the flow separation, because a turbulent bound-
ary layer has less tendency to separate than a
laminar one. Therefore, the non-linear turbu-
lence models also fail to reliably simulate the
real flow phenomena. The simulation results ob-
tained by Thermann et al.[12] and Thermann and
Niehuis[13] confirm that this deficiency arises
due to the transition to turbulence. With the aid
of transition models using the intermittency con-
cept, Thermann was able to simulate the separa-
tion bubble on the suction side correctly. Never-
theless, also in his simulations, contrary to the ex-
perimental data, the trailing edge separation also
appeared.

The surface flow visualization in Fig. 2 sug-
gests significant secondary flows, partially be-
ing responsible for the hub corner separation on
the suction side. The cross passage flow at the
hub moves upstream, close to the suction surface,
and generates a vortex with a clockwise orienta-
tion. The endwall corner separations on the suc-
tion side, the one at the hub and the smaller one
at the casing, are the primary three-dimensional
features of this test case. Although the Explicit
Algebraic Reynolds Stress Models still have de-
ficiencies in the laminar-turbulent flow transition,
they are characterized by significant improve-
ments in the prediction of strong secondary flows.
Especially in the boundary layer near the hub (see
Fig. 4), the EARSM performs considerably bet-
ter than the linear k-ω model (WI) and the model
proposed by Rung (WI-RG). Compared to the ba-
sic model (EARSM), also in this case, the cur-
vature correction (EARSM-CC) provides results
which remain in better agreement with the ex-
perimental data (Fig. 5). However, in spite of
these improvements, no significant influence on
the pressure distribution is noticed.

3.2 Impeller of a centrifugal compressor

In the following, the transonic flow through the
impeller of a centrifugal compressor operating
under real application conditions is considered
(Fig. 6). This test case is characterized by a high

Fig. 6 Impeller and measuring planes (Ziegler[16])

number of revolutions, a large boundary layer as
well as a large influence of secondary flows and
Coriolis effects. Therefore the flow configuration
poses a severe challenge to turbulence modeling.

Number of blades 15
Tip diameter 270mm
Meridional diffuser height 11mm
Blade backsweep angle 38◦

Rotational speed at design point 35640 1
min

Maximum total pressure ratio 4.07
Maximum mass flow 1.46 kg

s
Isentropic efficiency of impeller 90.8%

Table 3 Technical data of compressor

The compressor is part of a test rig that has
been designed at the Institute of Jet Propulsion
and Turbomachinery at the RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity to study interaction phenomena of im-
peller and diffuser by Ziegler et al.[14]-[16].
Therefore, most of the measurements were car-
ried out with a vaned diffuser. Nevertheless, the
base of the current computations is the experi-
mental data, which has been conducted with a

9
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vaneless diffuser. The compressor consists of an
unshrouded impeller with 15 backswept blades
developed by MTU Aero Engines. Some tech-
nical data is summarized in Table 3. A detailed
description of the compressor and the test rig is
given by Ziegler[16].

Inlet:
Total pressure 60000Pa
Total temperature 295K
Number of revolutions 28510 1

min
Mach number 0.7
Turbulence intensity 2.0%
Turbulent length scale 0.2mm

Outlet:
Static pressure ≈ 135000Pa

Table 4 Boundary conditions used for the simula-
tion of the impeller

The compressor is run in a closed loop. Thus,
it is possible to vary the inlet pressure and tem-
perature. In the present case the absolute total
inlet pressure is about 0.6bar and the number of
revolutions is 80% of the rotational speed at de-
sign point. Further boundary conditions of the
considered operating point are shown in Table 4.

The computational mesh consists of four
blocks. Assuming rotational symmetry only one
blade channel is meshed using an O-type tip
clearance grid and also an O-type grid around
the blade. Inflow and outflow of the impeller are
meshed with H-type grids. The grid is refined
both at the blade surface and at hub and casing,
such that the averaged distance of the first cell y+

has a value of about 1.5. The calculations were
performed with a mesh that consists of 48 cells
from hub to casing (14 in the area of the clear-
ance gap). The O-grid in the blade channel in-
side the impeller has 300 cells around the blade
and 26 cells perpendicular to the blade surface.
The entire mesh consists of about 475.000 cells.

Fig. 7 presents the measured total pressure ra-
tio Πt and the total isentropic efficiency ηt of the
impeller for different mass flows at 80% speed
(Table 4). As well, the results of various turbu-
lence models are shown for the operating point

P1 (see Fig. 7) which was experimentally inves-
tigated in much detail.. Varying the static pres-
sure at the outlet, the mass flow of the calcula-
tions were adjusted to the measurements. Obvi-
ously all models predict the total pressure ratio
higher than in the experiment (Fig. 7). Whereas
the isentropic efficiency is underestimated by
the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress Models
(EARSM and EARSM-CC) and overestimated
by the other models (WI and WI-RG). It can be

mass flow [kg/s]

Π
t

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3
2.6

2.65

2.7

2.75

2.8

2.85

2.9

2.95

3 measurement
WI
WI-RG
EARSM
EARSM-CC

P1

mass flow [kg/s]

η t

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3
0.86

0.87

0.88

0.89

0.9

0.91

0.92

0.93

0.94 measurement
WI
WI-RG
EARSM
EARSM-CC

P1

Fig. 7 Impeller characteristic: Total pressure ra-
tio Πt and total isentropic efficiency ηt

seen that the predictions obtained from the model
by Rung (WI-RG) and the Explicit Algebraic
Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM) are closer to
the measurements than those obtained by the con-
ventional Wilcox model (WI). As in the previ-
ous test case, also here the curvature correction
(EARSM-CC) provides results which are in bet-
ter agreement with the experimental data com-
pared to the basic model (EARSM). Neverthe-
less, all examined models show a good agreement
with the experiment which indicates that the im-
portant physical phenomena inside the impeller
are well represented by all numerical simulations.
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Fig. 8 Meridional velocity cm at plane 2M’

In order to confirm this conclusion the analy-
sis of the flow field in the measuring plane 2M’
which is close to the exit of the impeller (see
Fig. 6) is carried out at the considered operating
point P1. Therefore the calculated flow proper-
ties of the different turbulence models are com-
pared in plane 2M’ with Laser-2-Focus measure-
ments. At first, in Fig. 8 the meridional velocity
is displayed. The flow field is characterized by
an area of low meridional velocity that is located
at the front wall. Applying the linear k-ω model
(WI), this area is slightly larger in the simulation
than in the experiment, but the overall prediction
of the meridional velocity is very good. How-
ever, the extension of the area of low meridional
velocity is overpredicted by the model proposed
by Rung (WI-RG) as well as by both Explicit
Algebraic Reynolds Stress Models (EARSM and
EARSM-CC). With increasing complexity of the
models the circumferential center of this area
moves from the center of the flow channel closer
to the suction side.

Considering the relative velocity (Fig. 9), one
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Fig. 9 Relative velocity w at plane 2M’

can see that again the overall predictions of all
examined models are good. However, the cal-
culated extensions of the wake region which is
represented by the area of low relative veloc-
ity are also too large. As in the case of the
meridional velocity, the wake region is shifted
more and more towards the suction side using
higher-order models. With respect to the wake
region, the Wilcox model gives the best agree-
ment with the measured axial extension of the
region whereas the curvature corrected Explicit
Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM-CC)
provides the best prediction of the location. A
possible reason for the calculated large extension
of the wake region is, that the clearance flow
is too large in the simulation (see also Weiß et
al.[17]). This can be attributed either to a defi-
cient flow simulation or to a different clearance
height, which has only been measured for the
non-rotating impeller.

As can be seen from Fig. 10, the non-linear
models (WI-RG, EARSM and EARSM-CC) pro-
vide significant improvements in the prediction
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Fig. 10 Absolute velocity c at plane 2M’

of the absolute velocity. Especially the small re-
gion of high absolute velocity that is located in
the corner of the suction side and front wall, is in
better agreement with the experimental data com-
pared to the linear k-ω model (WI). The area of
low absolute velocity which is located at the rear
wall is predicted slightly too large in the pressure
region and too small nearby the suction side.

Fig. 11 Flat velocity triangle

The differences in the accuracy of the pre-
dicted velocities become more obvious when re-
garding the flat velocity triangle described in
Fig. 11. Variations of the absolute flow angle
α (especially at constant absolute velocity c and
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Fig. 12 Absolute flow angle α at plane 2M’

at small values of α) cause significant changes
in meridional velocity cm and relative velocity
w but only small changes in relative flow angle
β and circumferential velocity cu. Considering
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, it is obvious that espe-
cially in the wake region the non-linear models
improve the prediction of the relative flow an-
gle β while these models give less accurate re-
sults for the absolute flow angle α than the lin-
ear k-ω model. Moreover, the Explicit Algebraic
Reynolds Stress Models (EARSM and EARSM-
CC) and the model proposed by Rung (WI-RG)
improve the prediction of the absolute velocities
while they worsen the prediction of the relative
velocities. Nevertheless, also with regard to im-
provements in the prediction of global parame-
ters, the higher-order models show slight advan-
tages in the current test case.
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Fig. 13 Relative flow angle β at plane 2M’

4 Summary

The purpose of this work was to analyze the im-
provements offered by new models and model
extensions in terms of eddy viscosity modeling in
computational fluid dynamics for turbomachin-
ery flow applications. At the moment, mod-
eling of rotational and streamline curvature ef-
fects poses a challenge to existing turbomachin-
ery flow solvers. The influence of these phenom-
ena on the flow cannot be disregarded and, hence,
the attempts for their incorporation into currently
existing turbulence modeling schemes.

The previous simulations confirms the ap-
plicability of the low Reynolds number linear
Wilcox model as a viable way to predict turbu-
lence in various turbomachinery flows. There-
fore, this model proves as an excellent basis in
order to develop more robust two-equation model
extensions able to take rotational and streamline
curvature effects into account.

Thus, the described models, the parame-
terization of the eddy-viscosity coefficient by

Rung (WI-RG), the Explicit Algebraic Reynolds
Stress Model by Wallin and Johansson (EARSM)
as well as its extension proposed by Hellsten
(EARSM-CC) are all based on the linear Boussi-
nesq approach, also used for the Wilcox model
(WI).

The current simulations with the use of newly
developed schemes provides interesting findings.
In terms of simulating the rotational and stream-
line curvature effects on the flow field, these
models offer certain improvements when com-
pared to conventional linear eddy viscosity mod-
els. However, their use in computational fluid dy-
namics has only a slight influence on improving
the prediction of global flow parameters such as
the pressure ratio and the efficiency. Especially
in flow simulations through cascades, where the
blades are highly loaded, the applied models
fail to reliably predict the laminar-turbulent flow
transition.

However, these models show a significant
improvement when compared to a conventional
linear eddy viscosity model. The Explicit Al-
gebraic Reynolds Stress Model by Wallin and
Johansson (EARSM) promises certain improve-
ments in simulating strong secondary flow field.
Here additional improvements are clearly seen by
using the curvature corrected Explicit Algebraic
Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM-CC).

Nomenclature

ai j Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor
a(ex)

i j extra Reynolds stress
anisotropy tensor

c absolute velocity
cm meridional velocity
c f skin-friction coefficient
cµ eddy-viscosity coefficient
ce f f

µ modified eddy-viscosity coefficient
f1 damping function
k turbulent kinetic energy
ρu′iu

′
j Reynolds stress tensor

S̃i j non-dimensional strain rate tensor
Tt turbulent time scale
Tu turbulence intensity
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ui velocity in cartesian coordinates
u circumferential velocity
w relative velocity
Wi j rotation rate tensor
xi cartesian coordinates
x/s dimensionless chord length
y wall distance
y+ dimensionless wall distance
z/b dimensionless channel height
IIS = S̃2 invariant of the non-dimensional

strain rate tensor
IIIS = S̃3 invariant of the non-dimensional

strain rate tensor
IV = S̃W̃2 invariant of the non-dimensional

strain rate and rotation tensor

greek:
α absolute flow angle
β relative flow angle
βi model coefficients
δi j Kronecker-Delta
ηt total isentropic efficiency
η1 = S̃2

i j invariant of the non-dimensional
strain rate tensor

η3 = S̃3
i j invariant of the non-dimensional

strain rate tensor
ε turbulent dissipation rate
εi jk cyclic permutation tensor
µt turbulent viscosity
Ω(r)

m rotation rate vector of the local basis
of the curvilinear coordinate system

Ωsys
m constant angular rotation rate

vector of the coordinate system
Πt total pressure ratio
ρ density
ρu′iu

′
j Reynolds stress tensor
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